Pilar Gonalons-Pons wrote a blog post that was circulated by the American Sociological Association (ASA) blog Work in Progress and the Council of Contemporary Families Society Pages. Read her blog post "Are Power Couples Driving Growing Inequality?"

Next week the Demography Club will be hosting Paper 360, a presentation series featuring PSC and Penn visiting scholars. On November 3rd at 11am in the PSC Collaboration Space (5th floor) Janna Basmusca will be presenting about the "Effect of Social Position on the Existence and Size of a Child Wage Effect in 13 Countries" & Xioaying Liu will be talking about "What Happens in the Womb Under the Dome: The Impact of Air Pollution on Birth Outcomes.

Daniel Aldana Cohen will be in New York City on November 6th speaking at an Urban Democracy Lab Event: The City is the Factory: New Solidarities and Spatial Strategies in an Urban Age. The following day Cohen will be a panelist as a part of the all day symposium The Big Picture: What's at Stake in Trump's America.

PSC Colloquium: Heather Schofield This week the PSC hosted Heather Schofield, new PSC Research Associate. Over the course of about an hour Schofield described in detail her study of Poverty, Productivity, and Cognitive Function in Chennai, India. Be sure to check out all the PSC's videos on their new YouTube channel.

Upcoming Events
10.30.17 Debra J. Umberson, "Black Deaths Matter: Race Relationship Loss, and Effects on Survivors" PSC Fall 2017 Colloquium Series 103 McNeil Building 12-1pm

10.30.17 Angela Duckworth will be an instructor in the upcoming Penn Coursera class: Foundations of Positive Psychology Specialization. Read more about the class here.

10.30.17 Richard Berk "How Do We Teach Students to Evaluate Information? Helping Students Distinguish Between Dependable Knowledge and Misinformation" CTL Seminar room 134 Van Pelt Library 12-1:15 pm Submit News & Events to psc_library@mailman.ssc.upenn.edu.